The effect of petroleum rationing on road traffic fatalities in the South of Iran during 2004-2009
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Abstract

Background: This study attempted to investigate traffic accident fatalities during 2004-2009 and the effect of fuel rationing on traffic accident fatalities.

Materials and Methods: This was a cross-sectional study on available data of all traffic accident fatalities in Fars Province, Iran, during 2004-2009. To identify and fit the best model, various instruments, including the autocorrelation function (ACF), partial autocorrelation function (PACF), and Akaike information criterion (AIC), were used. To determine the accuracy of the model, the residual chart was evaluated in terms of independency, normality, and stationary. Then, the best model in terms of more accurate estimation was selected and analyzed using ITMS, Minitab, and Microsoft Excel software.

Results: During 2004 to 2009, 12954 people died due to road traffic fatalities in Fars Province. Among them, 10442 (80%) were male, and mean age at death was 36 ± 20. The number of traffic accident fatalities in Fars Province reduced from 45.5 per 100000 in 2004 to 44.8 per 100000 in 2007. After petroleum rationing, the traffic accident fatality average further reduced (to 42.2 per 100000 in 2009). There was a difference between the observed value and predicted value with two different predication methods, as the number of observed fatalities was less than the estimated numbers. Seasonal Holt-Winters and autoregressive moving average (ARMA) methods’ predications were a close estimation of the accident fatality rate after petroleum rationing, and the difference between their estimations was not considerable.

Conclusions: Although the overall rate of fatalities reduced after petroleum rationing, variation in fatality rate did not show any association with petroleum rationing. However, decrease in fatalities had a seasonal pattern. Further decrease in road traffic fatalities requires reinforcement of educational programs as well as application of effective laws.
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Introduction

Traffic accidents are a major health issue in developing countries. Such accidents, under any conditions, can lead to physical, mental, and social damages which impose a huge burden on the health system and families in the long term (1-3). According to the World Health Organization (WHO) report, 1.2 million people are killed in road crashes each year and as many as 50 million people are injured, worldwide (4). If preventive measures are not taken in this regard, the number of deaths and injuries will increase by 65% all over the world (4, 5). In Iran, with a population of about 71 million people, there are about 17 million cars (i.e. 1 car for every 4 people), thus, Iran has the highest number of cars among Eastern Mediterranean countries (6-8). Not proportional to such high
number of cars in Iran, road traffic accident rate, death rate, and disability-adjusted life year (DALY) lost because of road traffic accidents in Iran are higher than average global and regional values (4, 9, 10). This has caused the recognition of road traffic accident as a main health problem not only in Iran, but also worldwide (11, 12).

Iran is a developing country with continuous improvements in transport infrastructure, quality of vehicles, driver training, traffic laws, and emergency road health care. These are also the main factors which contribute to road traffic injuries. In addition to all these factors, the police have recently enhanced the controls on all roads specifically during public holidays. One of the other factors affecting the number of car journeys within each country, which in turn affect the number of road traffic injuries, is the price and availability of fuel for cars. The price of gasoline and other petroleum products in Iran, because of subsidies, were much lower than the world price. However, in 2007, the government tried to remove fuel subsidies and rations in order to control the increasing gasoline consumption trend. In this study, we aimed to investigate the effect of gas rationing on the number of fatalities due to road traffic injuries by investigating trends in road traffic fatalities (13).

Materials and Methods

This study was a cross-sectional study on fatalities due to road traffic accidents in Fars Province from 2004 to 2009. Fars Province is located in the South of Iran with a population of more than 4.5 million people. In the province, 61% of the population lives in urban areas. The main road network is about 2229 km, 569 km of which comprise of highways (14). Road traffic fatalities were separated from death registry data collected by health centers of each province in which all the appropriate resources were used including data from hospitals, cemeteries, the Legal Medical Organization, and rural health centers. The data contains variables such as age, gender, time of incident and death, and place of accident. Health center personnel record the data on a daily basis, but data from all over the province are collected on a monthly basis. Information related to cause of death were recorded by a coroner in each city in which the disease coding system was based on the 3 digit coding of the International Classification Of Diseases 10th revision (ICD-10) and external mortality and injury causes were classified using V01 to V99 codes (15). For the purpose of this study, all road traffic fatalities involving a motor vehicle with at least two wheels were included if the victims were inhabitants of the Fars Province. The amount of fuel consumption was extracted from the Fars Energy Consumption Optimization Organization, and the population of the province was obtained from the Civil Registration Organization of Fars Province. After the data collection, the road traffic fatality data was entered into Microsoft Excel software (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA), and repetitions were eliminated by matching name, family name, father’s name, and national identity. Moreover, outlier of traffic accident fatalities was excluded or reduced by statistical methods (16). To show more accurate trend of traffic accident fatalities, we made the data stationary (trend removal, data seasonal component, and variance constant). Then, we used Box-Jenkins models for modeling trends in fatalities. In this study, to identify and fit the best model, various instruments, including autocorrelation function (ACF), partial autocorrelation function (PACF), and Akaike information criterion (AIC), were applied. To determine the accuracy of the model, the residual chart was evaluated in terms of normality and stationary. Then, the best model in terms of better estimation and lower error (sum squared error and mean squared error) was selected. For data analysis, ITSM version 7 (the ITSM package is used to analyze and display the
properties of time series data), Minitab (version 16; Minitab Inc., State College, PA, USA), and Microsoft Excel software were used (17). In addition to the data description, t-test was used to compare group's means in men and chi-square test was used for comparison of averages. Women and Poisson regression were further applied to determine changes in frequency of fatalities over time. All P values of greater than 0.05 were considered significant.

**Results**

During 2004 to 2009, 12954 people died due to road traffic accidents in the Fars Province, of which 10442 (80%) were male and 2512 (20%) were female. The mean age at death from road accidents was 36 ± 20, the corresponding value for women and men were 38 ± 23 and 35 ± 19, respectively (P < 0.001). Death attributed to road traffic accidents accounted for 12% of total deaths of the province. Road traffic fatalities are different among men and women, as this ratio was 14% among men and 5.5% among women (P < 0.001).

In total, Fars Province, in 2008, consumed about 6.51% of the total 1,595,745,000 L petroleum in Iran, and was in the fourth rank in terms of petroleum consumption after Tehran, Khorasan, and Isfahan. After petroleum rationing and increasing of petroleum substances price in June 2007, gas consumption decreased in the province from 12 to 9 million L per month, and this reduction was significant (Figure 1) (P < 0.001).

![Figure 1. Petroleum consumption trend in Fars Province during 2004-2009](image)

The average of road traffic fatalities in Fars Province was 45 per 100000, 18 per 100000 for females and 73 per 100000 for males, which is statistically significant (P < 0.001). As shown in figure 2, the number of traffic accident fatalities in Fars Province reduced from 45.5 per 100000 in 2004 to 44.8 per 100000 in 2007 (Y = -0.11 month + 48) (P = 0.032). After petroleum rationing, the average of traffic accident fatalities has further reduced (to 42.2 per 100000 in 2009) (Y = -0.23 month + 47). Therefore, the prediction by seasonal Holt-Winters and autoregressive moving average (ARMA) methods was higher than that observed. The value predicted by the two methods was a close estimation of the traffic accident fatality rate after petroleum rationing and the difference in their estimations was small. However, there was a difference between the observed value and predicted value with two different predication methods, as the number of observed fatalities was less than the estimated numbers.
The trend of fatalities based on gender showed a descending trend among men (Y = -0.24 month + 82) (P = 0.02), and an ascending trend among women (Y = 0.9 month + 15) (P = 0.004).

Interestingly, the highest decrease and increase in fatalities among men and women, respectively, have occurred after petroleum rationing (Figure 3).

According to our results, the monthly and seasonal models can, respectively, describe 35% and 41% of the fatalities among men. However, traffic accident fatalities among women did not show any regular trend. In the present study, there was no statistically significant association between petroleum consumption and road traffic fatalities (r = 0.175, P = 0.18). In fact, traffic accident fatality has a seasonal trend with its highest and lowest rates in September and January, respectively.

Discussion

The current study results showed that fuel consumption in Iran had an ascending trend before the increase of petroleum price and rationing. In fact, decrease in fatality rate due to traffic accidents showed a quadratic function
affected mostly by season. Thus, although the results of the current study showed a reduction in road traffic fatalities after petroleum rationing, we cannot find an exact association between fuel consumption and such fatalities. According to our findings, the fatalities model is affected by seasonal pattern more than fuel consumption and petroleum rationing, as such fatalities occurred in summer more than other seasons. Similar studies conducted in other parts of the world have also shown that traffic accident fatalities have a seasonal pattern (15-17).

The present study indicated that the traffic accident fatalities model is changing in our society, as it showed an increase in traffic accident fatalities among women and reduction among men in Fars Province. Such changes have been observed specifically after petroleum rationing.

Various factors may have contributed to such an increase in fatalities among women. In Iran, the improvements in the socio-economic status of families and women have resulted in an increase in their participation in activities outside of the home, and in turn, their use of vehicles. This finding is similar to that from other parts of Iran (18) and other countries (19, 20). In the present study, although fatality rate decreased over the period of the study, it was 4 times higher among men than women. This finding was consistent with that of similar studies in Iran (18), United States (21), France (22), Sweden, Spain (23), India, Thailand (24), and many other countries (4, 25).

The average of traffic accident fatalities in the Fars Province was higher than the average value in Iran (about 30 per 100000). One of the important reasons for this higher rate of fatality in Fars Province can be the higher ratio of cars to population in the province compared to that of the whole of Iran (5). Keeping in mind that mortality rate due to road traffic accidents in Iran is higher than the world, which is estimated to be 19 to 22 per 100000, illustrates the severity of the situation in Fars Province (4, 7). There are several factors that contribute to these findings. The existence of inexperienced and careless drivers in Fars Province as well as Iran are two important factors (26). In addition, the use of old cars plus the existence of few standard roads are other contributing factors (6). While drinking does not seem to be a big problem in Muslim countries, such as Iran, seat belt and helmet use and possible lower quality of prehospital and hospital cares, compared to developed countries, are other important factors that contribute to the higher mortality rate in Iran.

Although using time series can overcome problems occurring due to seasonal and past trends, it cannot control other variables including the number of vehicles, change in socio-economic status, application of new laws about helmet and seat belt usage, and implication of educational programs. Thus, in this model, we assumed that all such factors did not change effectively over the period of the study. In addition, we could not specify the exact number of vehicles in the province, and therefore, we also assumed that no significant changes occurred in this value.

**Conclusion**

According to the results of this study, there is no relationship between road traffic fatalities and petroleum price and rationing. However, a further decrease in fatality rate necessitates additional focus on reinforcement of laws, application of heavy fines for offending drivers and safety standards for all produced vehicles, and educational programs for drivers. In fact, gasoline rationing was a useful measure in dealing with gasoline sanctions in Iran with no effect on the rate of fatality due to road traffic accidents.
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